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Gorahai, with shallow bomb-proof shelters. Fifteen hundred
troops were assembled here. His radio kept in touch with
Tafere Katama and Harrar every day.
Six Capronis bombed on October 4, 5 and 1i. The fort
held steady as a rock. Afewerk fired his solitary Oerlikon
from the exposed turret of the Mullah's fort while the bombs
rained around him.
On the 5th, three hundred projectiles were dropped,
a hundred of which Afewerk noted with satisfaction failed
to explode. Five men were killed and fifteen wounded by
two direct explosions on a trench, which Afewerk attributed
to chance. On the nth the wireless operator, a feeble
civilian, ran away; but he was captured and put to work
again : report—" slight injury to wireless."
Tafere Katama, the fort on the Webbe Shebeli facing
Moustahil, was bombed on the same days. Shellabo, half-
way between Tafere Katama and Gorahai, a petty post,
was bombed on the nth.
The effect of these bombardments on the Ethiopian soldier
must be imagined. First, a belief at the back of his mind
that the aeroplane was a devilish instrument, uncannily
accurate when it was directly on top of you : and when you
looked up it seemed always to be on top of you. Afewerk's
steady propaganda in Gorahai had done much to counter
this, but the other camps were less indoctrinated.
Second the failure of all Ethiopian arms to bring a
plane down. Bitterest of all, the feeling that one could
never send one's own planes back to strike the Italians. And
then ... the infernal explosions and someone with his
guts pouring out into the trench.
Afewerk maintained morale. But he had to ask for
reinforcements. The first that came to him was the
rain.
In the Ogaden it rains intermittently in September and
October, after the rains have stopped on the high plateau.
The dry sandbeds become torrents for a day or two, and the
pink earth along the Ogaden tracks a spongy pulp. A
mechanised column sinks into the mud and sometimes
remains engraven in the earth after it has dried, so quickly
does the mud turn into rock again in the Ogaden.
Italian mechanised columns were ready for the attack on
Tafere Katama on October 14. Rain fell there and at

